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[12] A. Locatelli. The CERIC MAG-ALCHEMI project: scientific goals and preliminary work. In Science@CERIC Workshop, Hermagor, Austria, March 27-29, 2017 [Invited oral].


[25] A. Locatelli. Recent progress in cathode lens spectromicroscopy at Elettra: from chemical imaging to microprobe-ARPES. In Technische Universität München, München, Germany, May 26, 2014 [Invited seminar].


A. Locatelli. Full-field and scanning photoelectron spectromicroscopy at Elettra: state-of-the-art and opportunities. In CEITEC Meeting, Brno, Czech Republic, University Campus Bohunice, March 27, 2014 [Invited oral].

A. Locatelli. Recent progress in synchrotron-based cathode lens spectromicroscopy: chemical, magnetic and electronic structure characterization at the nanoscale. In Workshop on synchrotron-based spectromicroscopy, Università degli Studi di Milano, Dipartimento di Fisica, February 26, 2014 [Invited seminar].


A. Locatelli. Chemical and magnetic imaging with x-ray photoemission electron microscopy. In 3rd Joint PhD Summer School on Nanotechnology, organized by SISSA - International School for Advanced Studies, Trieste, Italy, September 4-6, 2013 [Invited Lecture].


A. Locatelli. Basic concepts in synchrotron radiation peem imaging and spectroscopy. In The 8th International Workshop on LEEM-PEEM, Hong Kong, November 11-15, 2012 [Invited Tutorial lecture].

A. Locatelli. Basic concepts for LEEM, PEEM and XPEEM and applications. In School on Synchrotron and FEL Based Methods and their Multi-Disciplinary Applications, Trieste, Italy, March 19-30, 2012 [Invited lecture].

A. Locatelli. Applications of cathode lens microscopy in research on nanomaterials @ Elettra. In Science@C-ERIC, Trieste, Italy, December 11-12, 2012 [Oral].


[43] A. Locatelli. XPEEM and LEEM @ Elettra. In TEAM workshop: “Atomic and molecular level devising of functional nanostructures for magnetic and catalytic applications”, Zakopane, Poland, April 12-16, 2011 [Invited oral].


A. Locatelli. Chemical and magnetic PEEM imaging at Elettra. In 15th National Meeting of the Italian Society for Synchrotron Radiation (SILS), Università degli Studi di Milano, Milano, Italy, July 5-7, 2007 [Invited Lecture].


A. Locatelli. XPS with High Lateral Resolution. In ICESS 10, International Conference on Electronic Spectroscopy and Structure, Foz do Iguau, PR, Brazil, August 28 - September 1, 2006 [Invited oral].


A. Locatelli. Self organisation of ultra-thin Au and Au-Pd films on a Rh model catalyst. In Arizona State University, Dept of Physics and Astronomy, Tempe, AZ, December 12, 2005 [Seminar].


A. Locatelli, S. Heun, and M. Kiskinova. Direct observation of reaction-induced spatial redistribution of sub-monolayers of Au deposited on a Rh(110) surface. In ECOSS 22, Praha, Czech Republic, September 7-12, 2003 [Oral].